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From the Editorial Desk....

The world that is pontificated to us is not in the form of readymade theories or catego-
ries. What is presented to us is a mere representation or abstraction or interpretation. Even
what is closest to perfect resemblance of facts, cannot escape being subject to interpretation.
When the terms or categories such as end of cold war, unipolar moment, globalization, gendered
relations of power, cosmopolitan democracy or humanitarian intervention and human rights
have shined the headlines of discussion and debate and formed the theme of many discourses
among scholars, intellectuals, statesmen, political leaders, students and common people, it
means we are in the compendium of interpretations and representations in quest for an iden-
tity. What is presented as given or rational or represented to us is done by some. Who is that
some? That some is certainly the very dominant few situated in a vantage point and having
through control over intellectual, economic, scientific, technological, social and historical do-
main to present before the us-the others- the outside the portrayed world they see or want us to
see. They are none else than the privileged white, western, affluent and comfortably posi-
tioned. Their mission is to homogenize the diverse, heterogeneous world into the straitjacket of
their home spun culture and way of life. Their representations have predominantly played a
primary role in shaping the identities of others and they have succeeded in establishing deci-
sively a discourse of identity politics as the frame of reference for global politics. The outside
constitutes and fills up the inside by marginalizing and throwing what is inside into scrapheap
as useless pieces. What has scripted the world order is the western ethnocentric ways of
moving and shaping the world on their own chiseled path. The theories, and paradigms
developed in west have dominated the entire intellectual landscape of the world which have
perniciously influenced the lives of people living in non-western world by shutting the doors
to all alternatives and possibilities found in non-western world.

More significantly, India has been reduced to a mere laboratory of social research by the
western and Indian intellectuals bred in west.  Repository of enriched culture, civilization,
values and priceless spiritual and moral norms since eons India has been fragmented into
pieces on caste, religion and language lines to fit into their mainstream theories starting from
leftism to subaltern thinking in tandem with western liberal intellects. Dismayingly, the In-
dian intellectuals groomed in India look to western and western bred intellectuals as path
breakers, polestars and guide for understanding India. They joined these intellectuals and the
leftist political leaders and scholars in their invidious task of breaking India. The result is
India has been defiled, defaced and disfigured to look different from what Bharat was con-
ceived of in its greatness as a glorious civilization and its immortal contribution to the human-
ity. No critique of these western intellectuals’ understanding of India developed in India with
the infested fear that they will come down as second rate intellectuals and lose identity. They
preferred to remain cat copying the west.  There is no attempt to empty out the outside in order
to allow the inside to be understood on Indian lines as empty signifier. How long we will
continue seeing India thorough the eyes of these so called western intellectuals?
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